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Abstract 

Microfinance Banks in Nigeria that are meant to achieve 

fund raising for  domestic resource usage has closed down 

either do to inability to deliver on their mandate or the 

inability of potential beneficiaries to make up for the need 

to access and pay back lending funds to enable continuity 

of those microfinance banks. This paper is on the role of 

Nirsal Microfinance Bank in Promoting Agric, Small and 

Medium Enterprises in Bida Metropolis. The paper examine 

the level of funding and improvement in activities of Agric, 

Small and Medium Enterprises SMEs and to examine 

whether Nirsal Microfinance has contributed to job 

creation and employment generation through business 

startups and expansion in Bida Metropolis. The 

methodology use was both primary and secondary method. 

Questionnaire was designed and distributed to 

entrepreneurs who enrolled into the NIRSAL–AGSMEIS 

loan scheme between 2019 and 2020. The questionnaire 

was structured along a five point Likert scale. Secondary 

data were collected to support primary data using 

document review instrument, reviewed journals, books, and 

teaching manuals from internet, CBN Annual Bulletins, 

training and enrolment data from entrepreneurship centre 

Federal Polytechnic, Bida. Findings revealed that 

economic activities and level of funding of SMEs have 
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increased tremendously through Nirsal Microfinance Bank 

loan Scheme. Findings also shows that most of the 

respondents disagree to the fact that loans application and 

approval process at Nirsal Microfinance Bank are fast 

enough to their satisfaction. The paper concluded that 

Nirsal Microfinance Bank was introduced to create jobs 

and enhances the skills of citizens in rural communities, 

access to cheaper and affordable funds by smallholder 

farmers and SMEs and access to credit for SMEs. 

Recommendations were given which include to enhance fast 

processing of loan application for SMEs and to also give 

attention to new business startups. 

 

 

Introduction 

The Nigeria Incentive-Based Risk Management System for Agricultural Lending 

(NIRSAL) is a dynamic, holistic approach that tackles both the agricultural value chain 

and the agricultural financing value chain. NIRSAL does two things at once; fixes the 

agricultural value chain, so that banks can lend with confidence to the sector and, 

encourages banks to lend to the agricultural value chain by offering them strong 

incentives and technical assistance. NIRSAL, unlike previous schemes which 

encouraged banks to lend without clear strategy to the entire spectrum of the 

agricultural value chain, emphasizes lending to the value chain and to all sizes of 

producers. There are five pillars to be addressed by an estimated USD 500 million of 

CBN money that will be invested; this include: Risk-sharing Facility (USD 300 

million). This component would address banks’ perception of high-risks in the sector 

by sharing losses on agricultural loans. Insurance Facility (USD 30 million). The 

facility’s primary goal is to expand insurance products for agricultural lending from 

the current coverage to new products, such as weather index insurance, new variants 

of pest and disease insurance etc. Technical Assistance Facility (USD 60 million). This 

would equip banks to lend sustainably to agriculture, producers to borrow and use 

loans more effectively and increase output of better quality agricultural products.  

Holistic Bank Rating Mechanism (USD 10 million). This mechanism rates banks 

based on two factors, the effectiveness of their agricultural lending and the social 

impact and makes them available for the public. Bank Incentives Mechanism (USD 

100 million). This mechanism offers winning banks in Pillar four, additional 
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incentives to build their long-term capabilities to lend to agriculture. It will be in terms 

of cash awards, (CBN, 2019).  

The Nirsal Microfinance Bank is a leading Nigerian financial institution licensed by 

the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) in Nigeria. The Company was incorporated as a 

Private Limited Company in 2019 and commenced operations following the grant of 

a license by the Central Bank of Nigeria to operate as a National Microfinance Bank 

in the same year. It is Owned 50% by the Bankers Committee, 40% by NIRSAL and 

10% NIPOST. So far the bank has disbursed approximately 776 million in loans to 

eligible SMEs under the AGSMEIS. Ministry of Agriculture: A stronger agricultural 

sector with six showcase value chains, enhanced food security, fewer imports, and 

higher productivity.  Ministry of Finance: A stronger economy with additional 

agricultural GDP growth, higher employment, reduced expenditure on food imports, 

higher tax revenue from the agricultural sector, competitive exports and a more 

diversified economy.  State governments: An improved agricultural economy at state 

level creating more employment, less poverty, enhanced food security and higher tax 

revenue from a better-performing, well-financed sector, (CBN, 2019).  

Apart from been the champion or leading in risk sharing across agricultural lending, 

Nirsal Microfinance Bank helps to achieve the following, (Financial watch, 2020). 1. 

it’s a major stakeholder in driving financial inclusion 2. Create jobs and enhances the 

skills of citizens in rural communities 3. Allow access to cheaper and affordable funds 

by Nigerians smallholder farmers 4. Allow easy access to credit and other financial 

services for SMEs 5. Nirsal Microfinance Bank help to fill the gap arising from 

possible closure of some unviable micro finance Banks across Nigeria 6. It helps to 

grow and improve the economy.  

 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Developing countries like Nigeria, at various stages are unable to raise enough 

domestic resources to meet their development goals. Most Microfinance Banks in 

Nigeria that are meant to achieve fund raising for  domestic resource usage has closed 

down either do to inability to deliver on their mandate or the inability of potential 

beneficiaries to make up for the need to access and pay back lending funds to enable 

continuity of those microfinance banks. Reasons are bound ranging from lack funds 

to cater for the needs of SMEs or lack of viable business ideas from the side of SMEs. 

In addition stringent conditions in form of collateral could account for non-assessment 

of funds by SMEs.  The SMEs in agricultural sector are central to Nigeria’s economy, 

accounting for 40 percent of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and providing over 

60 percent of employment. However, the sector represents only 1 percent of exports. 

Over the last decade, agricultural growth has slowed down and today it is under-
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performing despite enormous potentials. To reverse the trend, there will be need to 

tackle some of its major challenges such as low productivity, poor technology and 

cultural practices, low research and development, and under-financing of the 

agricultural value chain and SMEs. Funding level in the agricultural sector stands at 

about 2 percent of the total lending of banks as against 6 percent in a country like 

Kenya. Some of the reasons for the low funding include lack of understanding of the 

agricultural sector, perceived high risks, complex credit assessment 

processes/procedure and high transaction costs. Addressing these issues require an 

innovative approach, hence the introduction of the Nigeria Incentive-Based Risk 

Management System for Agricultural Lending (NIRSAL) and the introduction of 

NIRSAL Microfinance Bank to close the gap, (CBN 2019). 

 

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

The major objective of this paper is to assess the role Nirsal Microfinance in promoting 

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in Bida Metropolis. Based on above, the 

following are the specific objective the research paper intends to achieve. 

1. To examine the level of funding and improvement in activities of Agric, Small and 

Medium Enterprises SMEs by Nirsal Microfinance Bank in Bida Metropolis. 

2. To examine whether Nirsal Microfinance has contributed to job creation and 

employment generation through business startups and expansion in Bida Metropolis. 

3. To examine whether the loan granted by Nirsal Microfinance Bank to SMEs and 

entrepreneurs attracts stringent conditions in form of collateral. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Concept of Microfinance Banking 

Microfinance Banking is the provision of financial services adapted to the needs of 

low income people such as micro-entrepreneurs, especially the provision of small 

loans, acceptance of small savings deposits, and simple payment services needed by 

micro-entrepreneurs and other poor people (USAID, 2001). It is the provision of 

financial service to the economically active poor who are wilder to un-served by the 

mainstream financial service provider. Microcredit is commonly defined in terms of 

loan amount as a percentage of average per capital income. In the context of Nigeria, 

with a per capital GDP of N42, 000 labour $300 in 2003 loan up to N50, 000 

about/approximately $350 would be regarded as micro loans while micro savings are 

define as savings account with a balance of less than N8, 400 labour that is less than 

20% of the averages annual income per capital (USAID, 2004). The central bank of 

Nigeria CBN, (2005) defined microfinance as the provision of financial services to the 

economically active poor and low income households these services includes credit, 
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savings, microloan. Micro-insurance and payment transfer, to enable them to engage 

in income generating activities. In another contribution Ojo (2007) define 

microfinance  as small financial service that are provided to rural/informal small scale 

operator for framing fishing, trading and building  of houses  and to engage in any 

other productive and distributive activities . Microfinance and micro financial 

institution are intended to fill a definite gap in the financial market and the financial 

system respectively, to assist the financing requirement of some neglected groups who 

are unable to obtain finance from the formal financial system. These neglected groups 

that constitute the target users of such microfinance services are mainly in the informal 

sector of the economy and are predominately engaged in small scale farming, 

commercial/trading and industrial activities.  

The former U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annon, having identified the important role 

of microfinance in the war against poverty and hunger states, “Microfinance has 

provided its value in many countries as a weapon against poverty and hunger. It really 

can change people’s lives for better, especially the lives of those who need it most”.  

Mohammad (1997) assert that “microfinance is supposed to describe loan offered with 

no collateral to support income generating business aimed at lifting poor out of 

poverty”. Further he emphasized, “Poverty is not created by the poor, it is created by 

the structures of the society, and the policies pursued by the society”. Change the 

structure as we are doing in Bangladesh, and you will see that the poor change their 

own lives. The Grameen Bank experience demonstrates that, given the support of 

financial capital, however, small, the poor are fully capable of improving their lives”. 

The World Bank’s definition states “microfinance comprises of small savings, savings 

based credit, (group loans mostly for consumption) bank credit for income generating 

activities, payment services, money transfers, insurance, linkages between credits and 

integrated with non-credit inputs, such as capacity building, backward and forward 

linkages for sustainable development through microfinance at household level in 

poverty sector”. 

Robinson (2001) sees microfinance “as small-scale financial services-primarily credit 

and savings-provided to people who farm or fish or herd; who operate small 

enterprises or micro enterprises where goods are produced, recycled, repaired or sold 

who provide services, who work for wages or commissions, who gain income from 

renting out small amounts of land, or machinery and tools and to other individuals and 

groups at the local levels of developing countries both rural and urban”. 

 

Role of Microfinance Banks 

In promoting small business development microfinance banks play the roles of 

financial assistance in form of short and medium term loans to small business.  
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1.The short term loans are credit granted to small scale for a short period not exceeding 

a year such loans could be used to a acquire an asset to engage in a micro business. 2. 

Microfinance bank plays the information role by providing useful information on 

current banking regulation to their customer. They serve as an important channel of 

transmitting information to the customer from government and other monetary 

agencies. 3. Investment promotion role: because of the specialized and professional 

status of many of the bank and other financial institution they are in a position to play 

investment promotion roles of entrepreneurs, such role may include management of 

investment for customer and giving of loans to promote business.  4. Financing role, 

various methods by which bank can lend money to small scale business is to make 

available loans for them. Ademola (2010) stated that getting funds for your business 

is one of the survival strategy needed for small business to succeed. 

 

Concept of Agricultural, small and medium enterprise intervention scheme   

Agricultural, Small and Medium Enterprise Intervention Scheme (AGSMEIS), is a 

voluntary initiative of the Bankers’ Committee approved at its 331st meeting held on 

9th February, 2017. The Scheme requires all banks in Nigeria to set aside 5% of their 

profit after tax (PAT) annually. With the CBN AGSMEIS Loan, you can access up to 

N10M at 5% per year from the Agric, Small and medium enterprise scheme 

(AGSMEIS), an initiative from Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN); this is without 

collateral. AGSMEIS is an initiative of the Bankers’ Committee in a bid to support 

and complement the Federal Governments’ efforts at promoting Agri-

businesses/Small and Medium Enterprises as a vehicle for sustainable economic 

development and employment generation. The initiative is to support the Federal 

Government’s efforts and policy measures for the promotion of Agricultural 

Businesses, Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) as vehicles for sustainable 

economic development and employment generation. MSMEs in the following sectors 

are eligible; Agricultural businesses, Education, Health, Services (Hospitality, 

Restaurants, Catering, Services, etc), ICT, Manufacturing/Production, Mining, 

Creative Industry, Fashion, Design, Crafts, Entertainment etc, (Financial watch, 

2020). 

 

Banking Sector and SMEs in Nigeria's Economic Development 

Lack of access to finance has been identified as one of the major constraints hindering 

the development of small businesses, and therefore the supply of entrepreneurial 

activities in other developing communities. Commercial banks have traditionally 

concentrated their lending mainly to large formal enterprises which possess collateral 

and, therefore, contended to be less risky. According to Megginson (1997) study on 
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the supply and demand for financial services in Tanzania by K-Rep, less than 5% of 

households (not necessarily all entrepreneurs) in the urban and rural areas in Tanzania 

had access to credit from formal sources. Women's World Bank estimated that 

worldwide, less than 2% of low-income entrepreneurs have access to financial 

services. The role of credit as a determinant for successful entrepreneurial activity may 

look obvious when using a partial analysis, the dynamics in the entrepreneurial 

processes makes this role less obvious. The analysis of an entrepreneurial activity 

shows that finance does not in itself create economic opportunities. Rather it is 

entrepreneurial people who see ways in which they can generate income from 

situations, skills or contact or other push factors. 

Entrepreneurial success could be defined in a conventional sense in terms of a firm's 

profit generation and growth in terms of employment, output, and sales etc. over-time. 

Through growth a firm can graduate from one size to a higher one. In addition, firms 

that are also realizing results like increased employment of family members, and 

increased household welfare (increased access to education, health, better housing) 

and those businesses that are able to survive under intense competition are also 

included. In a competitive situation these successes cannot happen unless a firm is 

developing an edge that allows it to take advantage of opportunities. The issue then 

becomes that of how credit can assist in a process of exploiting such opportunities 

(Kuzilwa, 2003).  

According to Babagana, (2010) the banking industry is meant to speed up the rate of 

economic growth and development in Nigeria. This is because, the public have neither 

the funds nor technical ability to invest in small and medium enterprises (SMEs) which 

is often time described as driving force in economic development, coupled with the 

fact that, they are reluctant to do so as a result of their preference for quick profits 

which are readily or obtainable elsewhere. Developing countries like Nigeria, at 

various stages of development are unable to raise enough domestic resources to meet 

their development goals. This situation result from low level of aggregate income, 

which limits the level of saving and ultimately loanable funds for investment projects 

such as small and medium enterprises. Development economists posit that, for an 

economy to develop two conditions is necessary and sufficient and they are; banking 

industry and entrepreneurship. They are of the view that, high banking structure 

development, defined by a high banking interrelation ration is associated with high 

real development. This is because; development in the banking sector is a prerequisite 

to small and medium enterprises (SMEs) development and economic development. It 

is evident that the banking system makes valuable contribution to economic 

development if appropriate measures are taken to:  
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 A. Mobilize more domestic resources. B. Deal with the problem of securities for loans 

and the special problem of lending to a large number of small operators in agricultural 

and small and medium enterprises (SMEs). C. Improve the quality of investment so as 

to increase the productivity capacity of the economy. Onugu (2002) added that the 

importance of small and medium enterprises drives mainly from their characteristics 

and as such their development is usually regarded as a viable option for sustainable 

economic growth and development of any given economy. He pointed that, the 

proliferation of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) through the contribution of the 

banking industry will serve as a viable tool for stimulating development and growth 

of Nigeria economy as they will generate employment, development entrepreneurship 

and manager, prevent small rural-urban drift, develop technology, create various 

associated industries, and improve equality in income distribution From the foregoing, 

Adelaja (2006) urge operators in the consolidated banking industry to develop stronger 

relationship with customers particularly Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) by 

supporting worthy SMEs for better economic development of Nigeria. 

 

Theory or approaches to Microfinancing 

 Microfinance institutions have adopted innovative techniques of providing 

microfinance services to the poor, especially in local communities. Two main 

approaches on the role of microfinance intermediation in poverty reduction can be 

identified (Remenyi, 2002 cited in Herath, 2018).  

 

The Minimalist Approach  

According to this approach Microfinance institutions offer only financial services in 

the form of credit. These MFIs are unwilling to provide non-financial services due to 

multiple reasons ranging from high administrative costs to high transaction costs. In 

that sense, the primary focus of these MFIs is institutional profit and viability.  

 

Credit-plus Approach 

Under this approach, Microfinance institutions provide other services in addition to 

financial services. These non-financial services may include skill development, 

training, educational activities, marketing assistance, supply of inputs and business 

development services. According to them, the provision of credit alone will not 

guarantee that the receivers of credit use scarce capital in productive manner so that 

the recovery of loans is not ensured. These services that include mainly the services 

that would assist entrepreneurs and the self-employed in developing their businesses 

are provided with, or prior to, the provision of key financial services, namely credit 

facilities. It is interesting to note that these services are increasingly being recognized 
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as an important component of microfinance intermediation as they are associated with 

the viability and sustainability of the enterprise. Moreover, it is believed that the 

viability and sustainability of enterprises will in turn ensure financial viability and 

sustainability of the relevant MFIs. Even though this is not a direct financial service, 

it is part of the financial package offered by a financial institution and should be kept 

in mind when outreach of financial intermediation is studied. 

 

Empirical Studies  

Mustapha (2009)  Carry out a study on the role of  Microfinance Banks and postulated 

that Microfinance banks have played a great role especially in promoting 

entrepreneurial activities in rural areas; they are however faced with the problems of 

high operating costs. Yahaya, Osemene, & Abdulraheem, (2011), in their research on 

effectiveness of microfinance on poverty alleviation in Kwara State, using t- test and 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that microfinance played significant role in 

the economy, as it helped in reducing poverty by providing financial services to the 

economic active poor, in generating employment opportunities and also provide loans 

to grow small scale businesses. Odugbo, Banta, & Hassan, (2009), carried out a study 

on the impact of the UNDP Micro-finance Programme on the poverty status of farmers 

in selected local Government in Kaduna State. The data collected were analysed using 

descriptive statistics, independent t test and Cobb-Douglas production function model. 

The result of their analyses showed that the average income of participating farmers 

in the study was higher than those of nonparticipating farmers. The study also 

established that participating in the UNDP microfinance programme had a positive 

impact on the income and profit level of the farmers. Onafowokan (2011), researched 

on the impact of informal microfinance on rural enterprises using cross tabulation 

analysis, Pearson product moment correlation, chi square test and independent sample 

t-test. The results showed that members who had access to loan improved their 

businesses significantly through expansion of business facilities, addition of new 

product lines and hiring of more workers more than those without loan. Opue, 

Anagbogu, & Udousoro, (2011), in their study of the role of microfinance banks in 

social economic development of rural communities used long linear model to 

investigate whether microfinance banks actually impacts on small scale businesses in 

the rural communities. The model developed for the study explains how credit supply, 

credit policy, microfinance operations resulted to socio economic growth. Olusanya 

and Oyebo (2012), investigated the impact of microfinance on standard of living of 

hair dresser in Oshodi, Isolo local Government of Lagos state using spearman 

correlation coefficient analysis as an estimation technique and discovered that there is 

a significant relationship between microfinance banks’ efforts and standard of living 
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of hairdressers in Oshodi, Isolo local Government area of Lagos state, and the 

implication of this is that due to the existence and help of microfinance bank, poverty 

was significantly reduced among the hairdressers in Oshodi. 

 

Enrollment of Entrepreneurs/SMEs into Nirsal-AGSMEIS Scheme in Bida 

Metropolis 

S/NO TRADE/BUSINESS TYPE NUMB. OF 

ENTREP 

1 Wielding, Fabrication and Manufacturing/Furniture 06 

2 Fashion Design 10 

3 Catering and Events Management  05 

4 ICT Services/Printing and Publishing 14 

5 Poultry Farming 67 

6 Fish Farming 83 

7 Rice Processing/Milling 106 

8 Cattle Rearing 26 

9 Feeds Production 04 

10 Paint Production 03 

11 Ground Nut Processing 32 

12 Mechanised Farming  13 

 TOTAL 365 

SOURCE: DEED, 2020 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The study was conducted using Nirsal Microfinance, Bida Niger State to find out 

whether or not Nirsal micro finance bank have contributed to the promotion of growth 

of Agric, Small and Medium Enterprises in Bida Metropolis. Questionnaire was 

designed and distributed to entrepreneurs who enrolled into the NIRSAL–AGSMEIS 

loan scheme. The questionnaire was structured along a five point Likert type scale 

which are (1) Strongly Disagree (2) Disagree (3) Undecided (4) Agreed (5) Strongly 

Agree. The questionnaire consisted of sections A & B, where section A requested for 

bio data of respondents, section B elicited information from the respondents on 

whether Nirsal- Micro Finance Bank has played major roles in the promotion of SMEs 

in Bida Metropolis. Secondary data were collected to support primary data using 

document review instrument, reviewed journals, books, and teaching manuals from 

internet, CBN Annual bulletins, Training and enrolment details from the Directorate 

of entrepreneurship Education and Development, Federal Polytechnic, Bida. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

The questionnaire was distributed to one hundred and forty six (146) 

entrepreneurs/SME owners who were enrolled into NIRSAL- AGSMEIS Scheme and 

has applied for the NIRAL Loan Scheme. This figure represent forty (40) percent (%) 

of three hundred and sixty five (365) trained entrepreneurs/SME owners in Bida 

Metropolis, this help the researchers to elicit relevant information for the research 

 

PART A: GENERAL INFORMATION 

TABLE 1: ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONAIRE ADMINISTERED 

RESPONSE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE (%) 

RESPONDED 134 91.8 

NOT RESPONDED   12    8.2 

TOTAL 146 100 

SOURCE: ADMINISTERED QUESTIONAIRE, 2020 

From the above analysis, 134 out of 146 target respondents filled in and returned the 

questionnaire contributing to 91.8%. This response rate was made a reality after the 

researchers made calls and visits to remind the respondent to fill-in and return the 

questionnaires as well as explaining the importance of their participation in this study. 

This response rate was a good one and this conforms to Mugenda and Mugenda (1999) 

assertion that a response rate of 50% is adequate for analysis and reporting; a rate of 

60% is good and a response rate of 70% and above is excellent. The questionnaires 

that were not returned were due to reasons non to the respondents. 

 

TABLE 2: GENDER OF THE RESPONDENTS 

GENDER FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE (%) 

MALE 105 78.4 

FEMALE 29 21.6 

TOTAL 134 100 

 SOURCE: QUESTIONAIRE ADMINISTERED, 2020 

 

From the analysis above analysis, 105 respondents representing 78.4% are Male SME 

owners and beneficiaries of Nirsal Microfinance Loan Scheme, while 29(21.6%) are 

Female SME owners and beneficiaries of the Microfinance loan. The implication of 

this analysis is that majority of the beneficiaries of Nirsal Microfinance Loan in Bida 

Metropolis are Males. 

 

TABLE 3: AGE OF RESPONDENTS 

AGE RANGE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE (%) 
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18-25 Years 4 3 

26-35 Years 26 19.4 

36-45Years 51 38 

46-55Years 36 26.9 

55 Years  and 

Above 

17 12.7 

TOTAL 134 100 

SOURCE: QUESTIONAIRE ADMINISTERED, 2020 

 

Table 3 above shows that (51) respondents representing 38% were age between 36 to 

45 years followed by those with  age range of between 46 and 55 years which are 36 

respondents accounting for 26.9% of the total respondents. The analysis equally 

revealed that 4 respondents representing 3%  are age between 18 to 25 Years, and 17 

respondents representing 12.7% are of age  55Years above while a total number of 26 

respondents representing 19.4% are age range of 26 to 35Years. The implication of 

this analysis is that majority of Nirsal Microfinance Loan beneficiaries in Bida 

Metropolis as at the time of this research are age between 36 to 45 Years. 

 

TABLE 4: EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION OF RESPONDENTS 

LEVEL OF EDUCATION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE (%) 

PRIMARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE 21 15.7 

SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTICATE 59 44 

UNIVERSITY/POLYTECHNIC DEGREE 43 32 

POST GRADUATE DEGREE 11 8.3 

TOTAL 134 100 

SOURCE: QUESTIONAIRE ADMINISTERED, 2020 

 

From table 4 above, 21 respondents representing 15.7% holds primary school 

certificate, 59 respondents representing 44% are secondary school certificate holders, 

43 respondents representing 32% are graduate of university or polytechnic, while the 

remaining 11 respondents representing 8.3% are holders of postgraduate degree. The 

implication of this analysis revealed that, secondary school certificate holders are the 

majority of beneficiaries of Nirsal Microfinance Bank in Bida Metropolis. 

 

TABLE 5: YEAR OF EXPERIANCE OF RESPONDENTS 

LEVEL OF EDUCATION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE (%) 

0 - 1 Year 31 23.1 
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2-5Years                 65 48.5 

6-10Years 23 17.2 

10 Years and above 15 11.2 

TOTAL 134 100 

SOURCE: QUESTIONAIRE ADMINISTERED, 2020 

Table 5 above shows analysis on year of experience of beneficiaries/ SMEs owners, 

31 respondents representing 23.1% have spent between 0-1year in  business, 65 

respondents representing 48.5 % have spent between 2-5years in business. The 

analysis further shows that, 23 respondents representing 17.2% have spent 6-10years 

in business while the remaining 15 respondents representing 11.2% have spent above 

10years in business. The implication of above analysis is that most of beneficiaries of 

the Nirsal Microfinance Bank loan have spent 2-5years in business. 

 

PART B: ASSESSEMENT OF THE ROLE OF NIRSAL MICROFINANCE 

BANK IN BIDA METROPLOLIS 

TABLE 6: What is your level of agreement with the following statements on the 

role of Nirsal Microfinance Bank in Bida Metropolis?  Use the following Five 

Point Likert Scale rating as guide: Strongly Disagree-1, Disagree-2, Undecided-

3, Agree-4, and Strongly Agree-5 

STATEMENT SD 

1 

D 

2 

U 

3 

A 

4 

SA 

5 

TOTAL 

 

Economic activities  and level of 

funding of SMEs in Bida Metropolis  

have increased tremendously 

through Nirsal Microfinance Bank 

loan Scheme 

18 

(13.4%) 

57 

(42.5%) 

17 

(12.7%) 

10 

(17.5) 

32 

(23.9%) 

134 

(100%) 

Nirsal Microfinance Bank enable 

SMEs in Bida Metropolis to increase 

their income and create jobs 

13 

(9.7%) 

9 

(6.7%) 

23 

(17.2%) 

37 

(27.6%) 

52 

(38.8%) 

134 

(100%) 

Nirsal Microfinance Bank  benefited 

the SMEs who are already better 

established than the new startups 

49 

(36.6%) 

11 

(8.2%) 

13 

(9.7%) 

32 

(23.9%) 

29 

(21.6%) 

134 

(100%) 

Assess to Nirsal Microfinance Loan 

has increased the profit level of my 

business 

10 

(17.5%) 

7 

(5.2%) 

21 

(15.7%) 

59 

(44%) 

37 

(27.6%) 

134 

(100%) 
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Nirsal Microfinance Bank believe 

SMEs owners in Bida Metropolis are 

reliable borrowers 

13 

(9.7%) 

27 

(20.1%) 

11 

(8.2%) 

60 

(44.8%) 

32 

(23.9%) 

134 

(100%) 

Loan repayment duration stipulated 

by Nirsal Microfinance Bank provide 

the opportunity for SMEs to expand 

their business 

9 

(6.7%) 

13 

(9.7%) 

23 

(17.2%) 

37 

(27.6%) 

52 

(38.8%) 

134 

(100%) 

The loan interest rate given by Nirsal 

Microfinance Bank will assist my 

business to perform better 

financially  

14 

(10.4%) 

12 

(9%) 

16 

(11.9%) 

38 

(28.4%) 

54 

(40.3%) 

134 

(100%) 

Seminar and Training organised by 

Nirsal Microfinance Bank for 

assessing loan is effective and help 

me in my business management 

skills. 

13 

(9.7%) 

23 

(17.2%) 

9 

(6.7%) 

37 

(27.6%) 

52 

(38.8%) 

134 

(100%) 

The loan condition and repayment 

system of Nirsal Microfinance Bank 

is flexible and motivating me in my 

business 

7 

(5.2%) 

10 

(17.5%) 

21 

(15.7%) 

59 

(44%) 

37 

(27.6%) 

134 

(100%) 

My business is inactive before 

benefiting from Nirsal Microfinance 

Loan Scheme. 

13 

(9.7%) 

23 

(17.2%) 

16 

(11.9%) 

43 

(32.1%) 

39 

(29.1%) 

134 

(100%) 

Nirsal Account holders benefit from 

its service different from 

Agricultural small and Medium 

Enterprises Intervention loan 

Scheme. 

39 

(29.1%) 

11 

(8.2%) 

23 

(17.2%) 

32 

(23.9%) 

29 

(21.6%) 

134 

(100%) 

Loans application and approval 

process at Nirsal Microfinance Bank  

are fast enough to my satisfaction  

48 

(35.8%) 

31 

(23.2%) 

14 

(10.4%) 

25 

(18.7%) 

16 

(11.9%) 

134 

(100%) 

SOURCE: ADMINISTERED QUESTIONAIRE, 2020 

 

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

In ascertaining the role of Nirsal Microfinance Bank in Bida Metropolis, returned 

questionnaires were analysed. The analysis and findings revealed that  majority of 

respondents disagree that economic activities and level of funding of SMEs in Bida 
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Metropolis have increased tremendously through Nirsal Microfinance Bank loan 

Scheme with 42.5% as response rate. This finding negate or opposes the  first objective 

of this research paper which intends to examine the level of funding and improvement 

in activities of Agric, Small and Medium Enterprises SMEs by Nirsal Microfinance 

Bank in Bida Metropolis. In a view to also know the role Nirsal Microfinance Bank 

plays relating to job creation and employment, analysis revealed that majority of 

respondents who participated in feeling and answering the question agreed that Nirsal 

Microfinance Bank enable SMEs in Bida Metropolis to increase their income and 

create jobs thereby enhancing employment, this gave 38.8% level of response. This 

findings is in line with objective two which examine whether Nirsal Microfinance has 

contributed to job creation and employment generation through business start-up and 

expansion in Bida Metropolis. Findings also revealed that majority of respondent with 

44% response viewed the loan condition and repayment system of Nirsal Microfinance 

Bank as flexible and motivating. This finding supported the third objective of the 

research which is to examine whether the loan granted by Nirsal Microfinance Bank 

to SMEs and entrepreneurs attracts stringent conditions in form of collateral.  

Furthermore findings from analysis shows that Nirsal Microfinance Bank loan 

benefited the SMEs who are already better established than the new startups, this view 

revealed 36.6% response from majority of respondents. On a final note, majority of 

respondents with 35.8% disagree to the fact that Loans application and approval 

process at Nirsal Microfinance Bank are fast enough to their satisfaction. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Based on our findings and data generated through other sources it is clear that Nirsal 

Microfinance Bank was introduced to create jobs and enhances the skills of citizens in 

rural communities, allow access to cheaper and affordable funds by Nigerians 

smallholders farmers and SMEs and  allow easy access to credit and other financial 

services for SMEs. It can therefore be concluded  that the economic activities and level 

of funding of SMEs in Bida Metropolis have increased tremendously through Nirsal 

Microfinance Bank loan Scheme, despite the fact that  loans application and approval 

process at Nirsal Microfinance Bank are not fast enough to the satisfaction of most 

SMEs. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The study is on assessment of the role of Nirsal Microfinance Bank in promoting 

Agricultural, Small and Medium Enterprises. There is the need to offer relevant 

recommendations to guide the future operations of Nirsal Microfinance Bank and the 
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activities of Agric, Small and Medium Enterprises operators. Based on the findings 

and conclusion of this research paper, the following are the major recommendations. 

1. Nirsal Microfinance should endevour to identify new business startups in the 

metropolis in order to integrate them in to the financial support base of the bank. 

The idea of concentrating on the already established SMEs as revealed by the 

research should not dominate the services provided. 

2. Findings revealed that loans application and approval process at Nirsal 

Microfinance Bank are not fast enough to the satisfaction of most SMEs. There 

is the need to enhance fast processing of loan application by SMEs. 

3. Nirsal Account holders does not benefit from its services different from 

Agricultural small and Medium Enterprises Intervention loan Scheme. It is 

therefore recommended that Nirsal Microfinance Bank should open window of 

other services to SMEs in the Metropolis. 

4. Further research should be carry out to explore the aspect of financial 

sustainability of both SMEs and Nirsal Microfinance Bank. 
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